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I am delighted to report that the weather has turned as I write my
Notes this week, I have been rather distracted by Kindergarten who
are practising for their Sports Day. I am not sure where they get
their energy from, especially on a Friday afternoon (!) but they are
pounding around the track at a very fast speed! Reception have been
having fun with the parachute on the Front Lawn and the laughter can
be heard through my window. We hope that the weather is here to
stay for the half term break, at least.
The ‘Big Red Staircase’ has been busy again this week. Well done, to
Theo and Katie (Y4) who have both been awarded a Headmistress
Award for outstanding effort in English, especially comprehension.
Beaming from ear to ear and bursting with pride, Katie and Theo are
rightly proud and should be very pleased with themselves.
Congratulations also go to Ella, Y2, for producing excellent work on
time, in Maths. Mrs Byrd was very impressed to see how Ella had
tackled the work set, followed by the challenge activity, completely
independently. Time is a tricky concept and notoriously difficult for
children to grasp, so special congratulations go to Ella.

Thank you to those parents who have made so many positive comments
about our Tea Time Concert which was sent as a link to parents this
week and can be seen below in Mrs Wood’s section. Our thanks go to
Mrs Wood for overseeing this event. It is always a special event in our
musical calendar in which those children, young in performance age,
showcase their hard work. Well done, to all of you. As you will be
aware the event was pre-recorded and I think it is probably harder
performing without an audience and a shame the applause was only
virtual.
We have a wonderful team of peripatetic teachers at St Hilary’s who
not only offer expert teaching but also plenty of encouragement.
Indeed, they have shown tremendous flexibility throughout the
Lockdown periods and continue to do so, using rooms that are bigger
and working within the current necessary parameters. As a result, I
have been fortunate to listen to flute, singing, piano, trumpet,
saxophone, clarinet and violin lessons which are now taking place in the
Meeting Room next to my Study. Those parents of boys and girls who
are just embarking on their musical career will realise that it is not
always too tuneful and progress takes regular practice. Well done, to
Benji, Year 2 who is making wonderful progress on the trumpet and he
has delighted me with his renditions on a weekly basis. Well done,
Benji.
You will have also received a link this week to see our Art Exhibition
and the standard of work is incredible. Our thanks go to Miss Brooker
and Mrs Hickman who have provided endless guidance and
encouragement to the girls in Year 6 as they prepared portfolios and
pieces of work for Art Scholarship whilst supporting the pupils in the
popular Transformation Topic.
Leaflets/Flyers for our upcoming Teddy Bear’s Picnic and Busy Bees
events for Pre-School children are being sent home in school bags
today. We would be grateful if you could pass these on to any family
or friends who may be interested to attend.
We hope you have a lovely Half Term. We have reminded the boys
and girls in assembly about being helpful at home and we hope they
will help with tidying up, setting the table and emptying the
dishwasher as well all the other jobs they can contribute with. We
have also reminded them about keeping safe, whilst they are at home
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or out and about and of course, whilst online.
wonderful thing but it does need monitoring!

Technology is a

I look forward to seeing you at the gate on Monday, 7th June.
Mrs Jane Whittingham

This afternoon the following Headmistress’ Awards and Commendations were presented during
Assembly:
Headmistress Award
Theo (Y4) – For improved attitude and amazing effort in comprehensions
Katy (Y4) - For improved attitude and amazing effort in comprehensions
Commendations
Benjamin R (Y2) – For excellent progress in learning the trumpet
Hannah (Y4) – For a super poem and picture of a fox
Isabelle (Y2) – For a fantastic glove puppet
Zander (Y2) – For a fantastic glove puppet
Ella (Y2) – For excellent work on ‘Time’
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NOTES FROM MRS MITCHELL – DEPUTY HEAD
School Council have been taking part in the Royal Mail’s Heroes Stamp Design Competition
honouring the heroes of the coronavirus pandemic. Eight pupils from primary and secondary
schools across the UK will become the designers of this stamp set. Everyone seemed to embrace
the rainbow symbol in their entries. It was good to see that portraits of Sir Captain Tom Moore
and Professor Sarah Gilbert were depicted but there were many more unsung heroes. Well done
to all involved!

This week our Kindergarten children have begun to create a sunflower
display. They have drawn around their hands and sent these to Jubilee
House. We are looking forward to receiving theirs in return! These
will be added on to the sunflower display and will be a strong symbol
of happiness, unity, hope and respect for all our generations.

Even now, as adults, our friends remain a hugely important part of our lives, from sharing
problems, asking for advice, uncontrollable laughter and good times, sharing our life events and
proudest moments, our friends help each of us define who we are. For children, making friends
is a vital part of growing up and an essential part of their social and emotional development.
Attributes such as social competence, altruism, self-esteem, and self-confidence have all been
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found to be positively correlated to having friends. Studies have found that friendships enable
children to learn more about themselves and develop their own identity. And, as children mature,
friends are able to help reduce stress and navigate challenging developmental experiences,
especially during teenage years. However, it is not always easy for children to know how to
manage friendships and learning how to keep and make new friends involves a number of skills
young children need to learn and develop.
Year 3 School Council; Darcey, Lexie, Eloisa and Heidi have decided to celebrate the doors in
society beginning to open so that we can see friends. They would like to invite everyone in the
school community to take part in their art competition, the theme of which
is ‘Hanging out with friends.’ You are able to enter a drawing, sculpture,
painting or photograph. All entries cost 20p and should be given to Mrs
Mitchell via your Form teacher. The closing date is Monday 14th June.
Please ensure you have your name and form group clearly written on your
entry. Darcey, Lexie, Eloisa and Heidi will then be choosing the winners and
yes - this is for everyone to get involved! Maybe a grandparent or uncle
would like to enter too! They have decided that all proceeds will go towards raising money for
chalk to be used in the playground.
It has been wonderful that Year group assemblies are up and running once again in the hall. Mrs
Whittingham was able to pass on her congratulations to a number of Year 4 pupils for earning
house certificates, to becoming a buzzy bee learner, from gaining craft awards to Head
teachers awards. Congratulations to all!

Mrs Whittingham’s assembly this week focused on a strong
message of being positive and why it can be helpful to see that the
glass is half full rather than half empty. It centred around the
recent result of Liverpool’s dramatic win against West Bromwich
when Alisson Becker was the first ever goalkeeper in UK history
to score a header and it was in stoppage time. The 93rd minute!
Taking responsibility, showing ‘True Grit,’ optimism and as Martha
noted, ‘Pulling it at out of the Bag,’ he gave his, ‘Personal Best.’
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This week some of our Year 6’s turned into city engineers and were hired to design a new city!
They were required to submit a map showing the proposal of the city layout including streets,
street names, and locations of buildings, parks, and landscaping. In order to get final approval
from the city leaders (their peers!), the proposal had to be creative, colourful, and show
accurately drawn lines and angles which followed strict mathematical criteria. Well done, to all
those involved we certainly have some future engineers in the making!

Mrs Mitchell

PRE-PREP NOTES FROM MRS HILLERY
The boys and girls in Year 1 have had another very busy week. They have been working hard to
practise their forthcoming assembly and perform their lines with gusto! They have also relished
being Maths detectives. They worked collaboratively in groups to solve clues and discover “Who
Stole the May Queen’s Crown?”. The mystery needed some great teamwork and the clues
required a variety of subject knowledge, including 3D shape, coin recognition and value and
fractions. In Enrichment, the children boarded the minibus and had a splashing time in their
swimming lessons, with some, doing their strokes in the bigger pool. In Games, the boys and girls
continued to hone their sprinting skills, relay races and long jump in preparation for Sports Day,
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next half term. They have also enjoyed putting the finishing touches to their castles in their
DT lessons, completing their models with a drawbridge and portcullis. The children have
continued to delight and impress and the appearance of the sun on Thursday was a very welcome
bonus!

What a super week we have had in Year 2. In Maths we continued with our work on time, looking
at duration of time as well as 5 minute intervals. Please do continue to reinforce this work at
home where possible. In English we have been working on phonics, looking at digraphs and
trigraphs, as well as comprehension skills. The children had great fun finishing their puppets in
DT based on the characters from The Lighthouse Keeper’s Lunch, and in Enrichment made some
excellent bird feeders, reusing materials from their house and the forest. They became
inventors in Science, making parachutes for eggs to see how far they could fall and had great
fun playing cricket in their Games lesson. Swimming has been a huge hit again this week, the
children have been delighted to be back in the pool.

Mrs Hillery
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EYFS NOTES FROM MRS HILLERY
The Nursery children have had a wonderful week exploring all sorts of different toys. This week
the children have been learning all about the colour green and triangles. The children have made
green flags, paper hats and collaged a triangle with different green materials. They have also
explored the garden and the large playground, we found a very large beetle which we all had a
chance to look at. Just a reminder to bring in the yellow home school books after half term, so
the Nursery staff can put pictures in.

In Kindergarten this week the children have continued their space activities. A game of ‘Alien
Pairs’ was great fun, and the children enjoyed matching the different aliens. They have also
finished painting their meteors and threading stars. Miss Keen and some of the children washed
the dolls hair this week as their hair had become tangled. Its prompted lots of conversation
about how we look after ourselves and the importance of self-care. The sunshine was glorious
towards the end of the week and the children enjoyed playing in the quiet garden. What a treat
to have some warm weather, a great start to the half term!
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This week in Reception, we have been immersing ourselves in our final week of learning about
Space! We enjoyed ‘Back to Earth with a Bump’, a story about a little boy called Hal who wanted
to find the Sun. On his adventures he discovered planets and stars in our Solar System. We
linked this to our understanding of thought bubbles, and the children used amazing imagination
and phonetic spelling to create thought bubbles for Hal. We have also revisited non-fiction
books and the use of labels. The children used their reading skills to correctly label a rocket
which they really enjoyed.
In mathematics we have been embracing measure! We have looked at length and capacity, and
also introduced the concept of estimation – the idea of making a sensible guess. The boys and
girls have been busy measuring and comparing their hands using Unifix blocks, and we have had
great fun being Wizards, creating potions and learning to describe them using mathematical
terminology – full, half full, nearly empty.
You may remember that the children had come up with some fascinating questions about Space
at the start of this term, so we spent a happy afternoon revisiting these questions and working
together to make sure that we had found out all of the answers.
We have enjoyed a new book Baby goes to Market and the children have been practising their
cutting and artistic skills to create fruit and vegetables to decorate our class flower barrel
which is looking tremendous!
We hope that you all have a lovely half term. We are excited to introduce our next topic ‘Mini
Beasts’, where we look forward to learning about the life cycle of a butterfly, about bee keeping,
and enjoying the annual Bugs and Butterflies Ball to name just a few of the exciting things ahead!
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Mrs Hillery
CELEBRATIONS
The following boys and girls were proud to be awarded a certificate for Pupil of the
Week:
RR – Daisy – For excellent mathematics linked to measurement
RR –Arthur - For excellent mirroring skills in Performing Arts
RE –Edward – For an imaginative piece of writing using thought bubbles
RE – James – For making sensible estimations in our measuring lessons
1H –Stephanie – For lovely writing about a pet dragon
1H – Charles – For super work adding coins and finding the value
1GS – Samuel – For improved effort and enthusiasm for reading
1GS – Harry – For excellent attitude and being happy and helpful
2B – Calista – For super sewing and creation of a puppet in DT
2P – Freddie – For working really hard on ‘time’ in mathematics

CURRICULUM INFORMATION
MATHS
This week our Friday Notes is dedicated to our first ever ‘St Hilary’s Numeracy Day’ which was
held last Friday. Unfortunately, this year, we were unable to celebration National Numeracy day
due to Athletic commitments already in the school calendar, however not wanting to miss out,
we marked the occasion with our very own day to celebrate anything number based!
The whole school participated and the children were really engaged with all of the activities on
offer. All year groups enjoyed a scavenger hunt, with each clue having a variety of different
maths activities for all to enjoy.
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The children could answer three maths questions, with
graduated levels of difficulty. There was a continuing
maths sum to solve once they had found all the clues,
and a physical challenge involving numbers for the
children to complete. Unfortunately, due to bad
weather on the day, we were unable to have the hunt
outside in the school grounds as planned, however the
hall made a good substitute and the children had a
great deal of fun finding the hidden clues and solving
the problems in their teams.
The winning teams from each Year Group were awarded 5 house points each. Those children
were…..
Year 1 – with 11 points, Darcie and Priyanka
Year 2 – with equal 13 points, Benjamin H, Flora, Elisabeth, Freddie, Matilda, Billy and Alexia
Year 3 – with 15 points, Cora, Jemima, Freya, and Rosy
Year 4 – with equal 42 points, Amelia M, Leo, Hongming, Mimi, Lockie, Edie, Henry, Zachary,
Poppy, and Pip
Year 5 – with 37 points, Elena, Grace, Vera, and Rose M
Year 6 - with 45 points, Lily, Janusa, Iris and Olga
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Elsewhere in school, the other curriculum subjects
were not going to be left out! Teachers planned a
whole variety of activities which linked their subject
to Maths. The English department had the children
using their code-breaking skills to find spelling words,
and in ICT the children in Year 2 were using their
place value skills to complete a fun game called ‘The
Caterpillar Train’.
In Art Mrs Davidge had the Year 2 children
thinking about and discussing the angles,
corners, shapes and lines in their Mondrian
art pieces. Year 5 were also looking at
Mondrian art and thinking about the reflex
angles and vertical, horizontal and parallel
lines.
Miss Hall’s Philosophy classes had some fantastic discussions when she posed the question ‘What
number in the whole number system, is most important?’ The children were asked to rate the
numbers from most important to least on a continuum. It was wonderful to hear the children
debating their ideas, such as whether 1 should be in the most important position as it can make
all other numbers, or whether all numbers should be considered equally important as without
them you would not be able to get to any bigger numbers.
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In Geography, Year 2 played a classic game of ‘Battleships’, using all of their coordinate skills
to hunt down their opponent’s ships!

Our Maths even spilled over into our lunch with our fantastic
catering team providing us with wonderful number themed cupcakes
and measurement conversions between the metric and imperial
systems.

During our registration times, each class enjoyed a story with their form
tutor, all with a Maths theme of course! These books will now be added to
our library for the children to loan out and enjoy in their own time.

It truly was a wonderful day, and to walk around school hearing the children discussing their
activities and ‘talking Maths’ was delightful. My thanks go out to all the staff who got involved
and contributed to such a memorable day for all. Roll on next year!
Mrs Brown

ART
We hope you have had time to view our online Art Exhibition. If not, you can see it at the
following link: https://youtu.be/4uiOeWKTFQE Pupils in Year 6 have worked incredibly hard to
achieve individual pieces based on the theme of 'Transform'. Huge congratulations to Sofia S
who received the Pupils Choice Award for her transformation of David Hockney’s artwork
from his ‘Arrival of spring’ series.
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Sofia’s artwork

Inspiration by David Hockney

During Enrichment, Year 4 studied
the work of artist Basquait to create
this large and amazing painting, based
on our school values.

Miss Brooker

MUSIC
We have had another busy week in the Music Department. Last evening, we screened the
latest Tea-Time concert and it was lovely to see pupils performing with such confidence and
poise. We had performances on the piano, flute, trumpet, saxophone, drum kit and also some
singers. Olga even sang in Russian which was very impressive! If you missed it, you can find it
on the following link https://youtu.be/ocDBLJ0DjoQ
We are also busy preparing for the Young Musician of the Year Final which will be screened on
7th June. This is a very exciting event in the music calendar and the finalists have been very
busy putting the final touches to their performances.
Mrs Wood

SPORTS NEWS
Its look like the weather is finally changing and we can enjoy our Summer sports under clear
blue skies after battling though the rain over the last few weeks. Pre-Prep are currently
enjoying all their PE lessons including swimming, tennis, cricket, and athletics. In Cricket, they
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are developing their throwing and catching skills, aiming at the wicket, and batting from a tee.
During tennis, their racquet skills are really improving, and they are beginning to rally with the
ball across the net. In athletics they are practicing for sports day including sprinting, jumping,
throwing, and running. At swimming, the children are making fast progress with many Year 1
children swimming length in the main pool and nearly all Year 2’s deep water swimming. I hope
all of Pre-Prep and Prep have an active and safe half-term.

Mrs McGuigan
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WEEK’S MENU FOR w/c 7th June
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